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Abstract: The structural integrity of post-tensioning prestressed concrete structures with tendon ducts
highly depends on the grouting quality in construction. This paper proposes a real-time approach to
monitoring the grouting compactness in tendon ducts using the multi-sensing electro-mechanical
impedance (EMI) method. When Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) transducers with different
pre-selected dimensions are serially connected and mounted on a structure at distributed locations,
each PZT provides unique resonance frequency coupled with the local structural physical property.
Therefore, the impedance with multiple peaks of the serially connected multiple PZTs can be captured
during a single measurement, which significantly simplifies the measurement procedure and reduces
the data processing time. In addition, the wiring for the PZT sensors is also simplified. In this
research, the feasibility of the proposed method was experimentally and numerically investigated to
monitor the grouting compactness in a tendon duct specimen. The 3-dB mean absolute percentage
deviation (MAPD) was applied to quantify the variations of the impedance signatures measured from
five different grouting levels. Both experimental and numerical results verify the feasibility of using
the proposed method for monitoring the grouting compactness in tendon ducts.

Keywords: post-tensioning prestressed concrete; grouting compactness; multi-sensing
electro-mechanical impedance (EMI) method; lead zirconate titanate (PZT) transducer; 3-dB mean
absolute percentage deviation (MAPD)

1. Introduction

Many factors contribute to the deterioration of civil infrastructures [1–3], and among them,
corrosion exists in almost all structures [4–6] and is often responsible for various structural damages [7–9],
such as cracks, reduced stiffness, and eventually reduced or lost bearing capacity. Prestressed concrete
structures have been widely used in modern concrete infrastructures because of its advantage of high
stiffness, crack resistance, and good durability [10], and the post-tensioned method is often used in the
production of prestressed concrete structures [11]. However, insufficient grouting of the prestressed
tension duct provides channels for water/moisture migration and chloride diffusion [12], resulting in
the corrosion of prestressing tendons, which may lead to the severe degradation of the bearing capacity
of post-tensioned prestressed concrete structures [13–15]. Therefore, an effective technique to evaluate
the grouting compactness should be developed.

Various non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques, including the impact-echo (IE) method [16,17],
the X-ray penetration method [18], the ultrasonic testing method [19–22], and the ground
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penetrating radar (GPR)-based method [23] have been developed to detect the grouting compactness.
However, the above methods are usually performed with a structural downtime, which make these
methods unsuitable for the real-time monitoring of civil structures.

With the advantage of real-time capacity, structural health monitoring (SHM) has become an
emerging topic in the field of civil engineering [24–27]. Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) transducers
have been widely studied and applied in the field of SHM due to their multiple advantages of wide
bandwidth [28,29], quick response [30,31], dual capacity as a sensor and an actuator [32], and energy
harvesting [33–35]. In addition, various packaging and protection methods have been developed for
PZT transducers [36–38] so that they can be easily deployed for real-time structural monitoring through
embedment for concrete structures [39–41] or surface bonding for steel structures, concrete structures,
and composite structures [42,43]. PZT-based structural health monitoring methods include the active
sensing approach [44–47], electro-mechanical impedance (EMI) approach [48–50], and passive sensing
method [51–53].

Among these methods, the PZT-based active sensing method has been used to monitor the grouting
compactness. Yan et al. [54] proposed a detection approach based on the time reversal theory to detect
the compactness of concrete, in which two damage indexes were defined to determine the existence
and location of artificial and real damage areas. Jiang et al. [55,56] used the PZT-based active sensing
method to monitor the grouting compactness in a post-tensioning tendon duct (PTTD) and established
a two-dimensional finite element model (FEM) to further explain the wave propagation in a PTTD with
different grouting compactness. Tian et al. [57] developed a new PZT-enabled time-reversal method
by installing a PZT ring on the prestressed steel to monitor the grouting quality of a post-tensioning
tendon duct in real-time. An ultrasonic time difference of arrival (TDOA) algorithm was applied by
Xu et al. [58] to monitor the grouting compactness of the concrete-filled fiber-reinforced polymer tube
(CFFT). However, it limits the use of the PZT-based active sensing approach in that it requires two or
more sensors to generate and detect the stress wave.

The EMI is another powerful technique for a PZT-based SHM. In this technique, a PZT patch,
which is bonded on or embedded into the structure, acts as both a sensor and an actuator [59]. The basic
principle of the EMI technique is to track the electrical impedance of the PZT patch bonded on or
embedded into the structure. The change of mechanical properties of the structure changes the
mechanical impedance of the structure, which may also cause the variation of electrical impedance of
the PZT patch [60,61]. By using the EMI method, Shi et al. [62] investigated the grout compactness
of concrete-filled fiber-reinforced polymer tubes and proposed the grout compactness index (CI)
based on the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD), which could assess the grouting compactness
precisely. However, many PZT sensors may be used in the long-span post-tensioned prestressed
concrete structures [63]. Hence, it is impractical to measure the electrical impedance of a large number
of sensors one by one through the EMI approach.

In this paper, we proposed a multi-sensing technique based on EMI to monitor the grouting
compactness. The experimental study of tendon duct specimens with five different grouting
compactness levels (empty, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% compactness) was carried out to verify the proposed
technique. In this experiment, three different diameter PZT wafers, which have different resonant
frequencies, were connected in series and mounted onto the different locations of the duct surface,
so that the impedance signature at each frequency peak contains information about the grouting
compactness of the duct at different locations. The impedance values of the PZT wafers were obtained
by a single frequency sweep, which significantly simplifies the measurement procedure and reduces
the data processing time. The serial connection also simples the wiring of the transducers. In addition,
the 3-dB mean absolute percentage deviation (MAPD) based on MAPD was proposed to function as
a quantitative index of grouting compactness. Finally, a finite element analysis was used to further
understand the principle of the proposed method.
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2. Methodology

2.1. Multi-Sensing EMI Method

In 1994, Liang et al. [64] first proposed a one-dimensional EMI theoretical model. In this model,
the PZT patch is considered a thin bar undergoing axial vibration in response to an applied alternating
voltage. The altering voltage and output current of the PZT patch are respectively denoted as V and I,
respectively. As shown in Figure 1, the PZT patch is considered fixed at one end, and the other end is
attached to structure represented by a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) spring–mass–damper system.
The frequency-dependent electrical admittance of PZT patches coupled to the structure is given by:

Y(w) =
I
V

= iwa
(
−T
ε33(1− iδ) −

Zs(w)

Zs(w) + Za(w)
d2

3x

−E
Y33

)
, (1)

where i is the imaginary unit; w represents the angular frequency of the excitation; a is the geometry

constant of the PZT patch;
−T
ε33 is the dielectric constant of the PZT patch at zero stress; d3x is the

piezo-electric coupling constant in the arbitrary x direction at zero stress;
−E

Y22 is the complex Young’s
modulus of the PZT at the zero electric field; and Zs(w) and Za(w) denote the mechanical impedance
of the structure and the PZT patch, respectively. The mechanical property of the PZT patch remains
unchanged during the monitoring process; hence, the frequency-related electrical admittance is directly
related to the mechanical properties of the structure. The real part of the impedance was used in this
paper, as it has been reported to be less sensitive to temperature changes compared to the imaginary
part [65,66].
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Figure 1. The electromechanical impedance model of a Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT)-driven
structural system.

As shown in Figure 2, the multi-sensing EMI method is achieved by connecting several PZT
patches serially and mounting them onto the different locations of a structure, and the impedance
signatures can be obtained by a frequency sweep [67,68]. In Figure 2, Mn, Cn, and Kn (n = 1,2,3 . . . )
represent the mass, damping, and rigidity of different locations of the structure, respectively. It is
worth mentioning that each PZTn (n = 1,2,3 . . . ) has different resonant frequencies, which ensures
that multiple frequency peaks can be obtained when the PZT patches are connected in series [69].
The change of the physical characteristics of the structure in different regions will change the vibration
state of the PZT patch at the corresponding position, which will be reflected by the change in the
impedance signature at different frequency peaks.
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Figure 2. The schematic diagram of the multi-sensing electro-mechanical impedance (EMI) method.

2.2. Monitoring of Grouting Compactness Based on Multi-Sensing EMI Method

The schematic of the principle of monitoring of grouting compactness based on the multi-sensing
EMI method is shown in Figure 3. Here, an example of three PZT patches connected in series is
introduced. Three PZT patches of different sizes are installed at the bottom, middle, and top of the
duct and connected to the impedance analyzer through a series connection. The impedance signatures
of the PZT patches that are connected in series and mounted onto an empty duct are obtained by
triggering a single sweep signal, as shown in Figure 4. We can clearly see the three peaks P1, P2,
and P3 in the impedance signature, which respectively correspond to the mechanical characteristics of
structures near PZT1, PZT2, and PZT3. According to the aforementioned analysis in Section 2.1, as the
grout compactness increases, the stiffness of the prestressed duct will increase, which will be reflected
by the changes of the impedance signatures at different frequency peaks. Additionally, since the
EMI method has different sensitivities to different regions, when the grouting reaches a certain level,
the impedance signals at different peak frequencies change differently. As shown in Figures 3 and 4,
when the grouting compactness is greater than 50% and less than 100%, the impedance corresponding
to the peak frequency P1 and P2 changes greatly, while the impedance signal corresponding to the
peak frequency P3 changes slightly.
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Figure 3. The schematic principle of monitoring of grouting compactness based on the multi-sensing
EMI method. (a) Schematic; (b) Connection diagram of PZT patches.
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Figure 4. The impedance signatures for the PZT patches connected in series.

To determine the variation of the impedance signatures at different frequency peaks quantitatively,
the 3-dB mean absolute percentage deviation (MAPD)-based index is proposed. The 3-dB MAPD is
a MAPD value of the impedance in the 3-dB bandwidth of peak frequency, which is shown in Figure 4.
The MAPD is defined as follows [70]:

MAPD(%) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Re(Z ∗i ) −Re(Z i)

Re(Z i)

∣∣∣∣∣∣, (2)

where N represents the total number of sampling points of the impedance signature, Zi represents the
impedance signature in empty grouting compactness for the ith frequency, and Z∗i represents the actual
impedance signature for the ith frequency.

2.3. PZTs for Monitoring of Grouting Compactness Based on the Multi-Sensing EMI Method

For multi-sensing monitoring grouting compactness based on the EMI technique, it is very
important to select the PZT patches with different resonant frequencies. Park et al. [58] have confirmed
that the lateral mode impedance has a larger sensing area than the thickness mode impedance.
Therefore, the radial vibration modes of PZT wafers were adopted in this paper. According to the
literature [71], the resonant frequency of radial vibration of PZT wafer is

frn =
ηn

2πr

√√√ 1

ρsE
11

√
(1− σE2

)

, (3)

where ηn is a function of σE, η1= 1.86+0.633σE; σE is the Poisson ratio of the PZT wafer at zero electric
field; r is the radius of the PZT wafer; ρ represents the density of the PZT wafer; and sE

11 is the elastic
compliance at the constant electric field in the loading direction of the PZT sensors. Equation (3)
indicates that after the material of the PZT wafer is determined, the resonant frequency of the radial
vibration of the PZT wafer depends on its radius and vibrational order. Therefore, multiple frequency
peaks can be obtained by connecting several PZT wafers with different radii in series and adopting
their first vibrational order to realize a multi-sensing EMI method.

3. Experimental Setup

To study the feasibility of the proposed multi-sensing EMI approach for grouting compactness
monitoring, a post-tensioning tendon duct with a 100 mm outer diameter and a prestressed steel with
12 mm outer diameter were prepared in the laboratory. Three PZT wafers, PZT1, PZT2, and PZT3,
which are connected in series, are mounted onto the top, middle, and bottom of the same section
of the duct surface and then connected to the impedance analyzer (Keysight E4990A). During the
experiments, the grout was poured into the post-tensioning tendon duct through the grout hole.
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The experimental setup of grouting compactness monitoring based on the multi-sensing EMI method
is shown in Figure 5.
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To avoid the overlapping of different peak frequencies, three PZT wafers with different diameters
were used. The materials used for PZT wafers are PZT-5H. The dimension and material properties of
PZT wafers are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 1. Dimension of PZT wafers.

No. Diameter (mm) Thickness (mm)

PZT1 20 0.3
PZT2 16 0.3
PZT3 12 0.3

Table 2. Material properties of PZT-5H.

Parameters Values

Density 7500 kg·m−3

Young’s modulus 127.2 GPa
Poisson ratio 0.29

Piezoelectric coefficients
d31,d32 0.274 nC·N−1

d33 0.593 nC·N−1

d24,d15 0.741 nC·N−1

Dielectric coefficients
ε11,ε22 27.7 nF·m−1

ε33 30.1 nF·m−1

In this experiment, five different levels (empty, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%) of grouting compactness,
which is represented by case Gi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) for simplicity, were studied and shown in Figure 6.
According to the literature [72], the frequency range of the EMI technique is selected by manually finding
the resonance peak and setting a specific range for analysis. Prior to the test, the resonant frequencies of
the PZT wafers used in this experiment were measured as 80–90 kHz, 110–120 kHz, and 160–190 kHz,
respectively. Therefore, a sweep frequency signal was generated from 20 to 200 kHz to monitor
the impedance signature corresponding to different grouting compactness levels. These impedance
signatures consist of 1601 data points within the defined frequency range. The impedance signature
for the empty grouting compactness was measured and defined as a baseline.
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4. Experimental Results

The measured impedance signatures in the frequency range from 20 to 200 kHz for three PZTs
for the unloaded and loaded conditions are shown in Figure 7. The unloaded condition means that
the PZTs are separate and not bonded onto the duct. The loaded conditions mean that the PZTs are
connected in series and mounted onto the duct with empty grouting compactness. As shown in
Figure 7a, the peak frequencies of three PZT wafers are different from each other, which is consistent
with the analysis in Section 2.3. The resistance signal of serially connected PZTs in Figure 7b indicates
that the three frequency peaks can be obtained when three PZT wafers of different diameters are
connected in series and mounted onto the duct. Compared with unloaded conditions, the peak of these
three PZTs for the loaded conditions are shifted to the left, and the impedance values are reduced.
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The electrical impedance signatures of the serially connected PZTs mounted onto tendon duct
at different grouting compactness levels are shown in Figure 8. The frequency peaks labeled P1, P2,
and P3 correspond to PZT1, PZT2, and PZT3, respectively. For the first frequency peak P1, when the
grouting compactness increases from empty to 25%, the impedance signal has a clear upward trend,
which reflects that the stiffness of the structure near PZT1 increases as the grouting compactness
increases. When the grouting compactness increases from 25% to 100%, the impedance signal changes
slightly. For the second frequency peak P2, the impedance signature changes obviously during the
grouting compactness from 25% to 50%. Relatively speaking, the impedance signature does not
change significantly from empty to 25% and from 50% to 100% of grouting compactness, which means
that there are relatively sensitive areas when the EMI method is used to monitor structural health.
For the third frequency peak P3, the resistance values change slowly from empty to 75% grouting
compactness and vary considerably from 75% to 100% grouting compactness, which could be used
to judge whether the grout is compact or not. The above analyses show that by comparing the
relative changes of the impedance signatures at each frequency peak, the grouting compactness can be
determined qualitatively.
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Based on Equation (3), 3-dB MAPDs for different grouting compactness levels are calculated
and shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the 3-dB MAPD increases with the increases of grouting
compactness, which indicates that the 3-dB MAPD could be used to determine the grouting compactness
quantitatively. Additionally, it is clearly shown that there is a sudden rise in the 3-dB MAPD for each
frequency peak, which can be used to determine the approximate location of the grouting level.
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5. Numerical Simulation

To further understand the principle of the proposed multi-sensing EMI method, an FEM of
grouting compactness was established by using COMSOL Multiphysics. As shown in Figure 10,
a two-dimensional finite element model, which consists of a duct, grouting, and three PZT patches,
was established. The outer diameter of the tendon duct is 100 mm, and its thickness is 2 mm. Three PZT
patches with the lengths of 20 mm, 16 mm, and 12 mm and the thickness of 0.3 mm are labeled as PZT1,
PZT2, and PZT3. The physical properties of the material in the model are shown in Table 3, and the
physical properties of the PZT patches are shown in Table 2.
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Table 3. Material properties.

Material Parameters Values

Grouting Density 2300 kg·m−3

Young’s modulus 25 GPa
Poisson ratio 0.2

Duct Density 7850 kg·m−3

Young’s modulus 200 GPa
Poisson ratio 0.3

In the numerical simulation model, three PZT patches, PZT1, PZT2, and PZT3 were mounted
onto the bottom, middle, and top outside of the duct using a thin layer of epoxy. The numerical
model ignores the thin layer of epoxy and connects PZT patches with duct by using the Form Union.
In order to have sufficient contact with the PZT patches, the local area of the duct surface is ground
to a flat surface, which is shown in Figure 10. a terminal voltage with the amplitude of 1 V was
applied to the upper surface of the top PZT patch, and the lower surface of the bottom PZT patch
is grounded. Suspension potential was used to simulate the serial electrical connectivity of PZT
patches. Roll supports were placed on the side of each PZT patch away from the duct to limit its
normal displacement. In order to simulate the piezoelectric effect, a multi-physical coupling of the
piezoelectric effect was established. The corresponding current of the series PZT patches was acquired
after a frequency analysis over a certain frequency range from 20 to 200 kHz; then, the electrical
impedance signatures of the series PZT patches can be calculated by dividing the terminal voltage
by current. Five grouting levels—empty, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%—were established to simulate the
grouting process. For the accuracy of the simulation results, the maximum size of the mesh partition is
1/10 of the wavelength [73].

Figure 11 shows the simulation impedance signatures of at different grouting compactness levels.
The three frequency peaks, which are labeled P1, P2 and P3, are corresponding to PZT1, PZT2, and PZT3
respectively. It can be seen that when the grouting level reaches 25%, 50% and 100%, the impedance
signature values of P1, P2, and P3 successively change significantly, which is consistent with the
experimental results. However, there are two significant changes in the impedance of P2 when the
grouting level reached 50% and 75%, while the experimental results showed only one significant
change in the impedance of P2 when the grouting compactness reached 50%. This is because it is
difficult to ensure that the grouting compactness is exactly 50% during the experiment. During the
experiment, the grouting level was slightly above 50%, so the stiffness of the structure near PZT2
did not change significantly during the subsequent grouting. This also indicates that PZT2 is more
sensitive to changes in physical properties of local regions.
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Based on Equation (3), the 3-dB MAPDs of impedance signatures acquired in the numerical model
for different grouting compactness were also calculated and are shown in Figure 12. It can be found
that the 3-dB MAPD values of P1, P2, and P3 have a sudden increase when the grouting compactness
reaches 25%, 50%, and 100% respectively, which is consistent with the experimental results and can be
used to determine the grouting compactness level.
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When the structure is excited by PZT patches at three different frequencies—P1, P2, and P3,
respectively—the displacement diagrams of the numerical model at empty, 25% grouting compactness,
50% grouting compactness, 75% grouting compactness, and 100% grouting compactness are shown in
Figures 13–15. As shown in Figure 13, the increase of grouting compactness changes the deformation
of the model near PZT1, and then it changes the vibration state of PZT1. Specifically, the change of the
deformation of the model around PZT1 is 0.15×10−6 mm in the process of grouting compactness from
empty to 25%. The change of the deformation is 0.02×10−6 mm, 0.01×10−6 mm, and 0.01×10−6 mm
during the rest of the grouting process. Therefore, the change of the deformation of the model around
PZT1 from empty to 25% is much larger than that of the other grouting processes, which explains why
the resistance of P1 changes significantly in the process of grouting compactness from empty to 25%.
According to Figure 14, as the grouting compactness increases, the deformation of the model around
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PZT2 changes, thus changing the vibration state of PZT2. Figure 14b–d show that the deformation of
the model near PZT2 is 0.19×10−6 mm in the process of grouting compactness from 25% to 75% and
obviously greater than the deformation variation of other grouting processes, which means that the
impedance signature of PZT2 is sensitive to the physical characteristics of this region. According to
Figure 15, as the grouting compactness increases, the deformation of the model around PZT3 changes,
thus changing the vibration state of PZT3. Figure 15d,e show that the grouting compactness from
75% to 100% has a particularly significant influence on the deformation of the model around PZT3.
According to the above analysis, it can be seen that the displacement diagram corresponding to different
peak frequency excitations is basically consistent with the change of impedance at each peak frequency,
indicating the basic principle of the multi-sensing EMI method to monitor the grouting compactness.
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6. Discussion

Firstly, to discuss the validity of the proposed method, the results obtained from this study
are compared with previous research [60], which uses four independent PZT patches for grouting
compactness monitoring. It can be seen that 3-dB MAPD indices provide similar accuracy with
the Root-Mean-Square Deviation indices established in [60]. In addition, there is still a challenge
of using PZT-enabled EMI technology to determine the compactness level at 50% in a tendon duct.
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Secondly, compared to the separate impedance measurements for three independent PZT patches [60],
the proposed serially connected PZT array significantly simplifies the measurement procedure
and reduces the signal process time, which provides possible solutions for practical applications.
Thirdly, there is a certain deviation between the experimental and simulation results of P3 indices.
The reason is partly attributed to the simplified 2D model used in this research. An improved 3D
model and simulations will be considered in the future work. The future work also includes the
design of a wearable sensing system with an embedded PZT array which will solve the current sensor
installation problems and extend the PZT service life.

7. Conclusions

This paper demonstrates the feasibility of using the multi-sensing electro-mechanical impedance
(EMI) method to monitor the grouting compactness. Three Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) wafers
of different diameters, connected in series, were attached to different parts of the duct surface.
The advantage of this method is that the impedance signature at different peak frequencies, which,
corresponding to the physical properties at different locations of the duct, can be obtained through
only one sweep. As the grouting compactness increases from empty to 100%, the impedance
signatures at different frequency peaks changes gradually, and the grouting compactness level can
be well judged by the significant change of the impedance signatures at different frequency peaks.
In addition, the proposed 3-dB mean absolute percentage deviation (MAPD)-based index can be used
to determine the grouting compactness quantitatively. The results from finite element analysis by using
a simplified 2D model further explain the principle of monitoring of grouting compactness based on
the multi-sensing EMI method. In summary, both the numerical and experimental studies validate that
the multi-sensing EMI method can be used to monitor the grouting compactness. EMI methods have
been widely used for concrete hydration monitoring [74–77], and future work will involve explore
concrete hydration monitoring using the proposed multi-sensing EMI.
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